managers do this accurately, often based on estimates of the size of the software to be developed. The paper ''Function point analysis using NESMA: simplifying the sizing without simplifying the size'' by Philip Morrow, AHP George Wilkie and Ian McChesney discusses the use of different methods for estimating size and considers how the functional sizing process can be simplified without loss of estimation accuracy. The authors conclude that the full functional sizing approach is the most beneficial approach, but that a simplified sizing process can reduce the estimation effort whilst still providing sufficient detail in some application domains.
The estimation of system reliability is also a topic of interest to industry. In the paper ''Model-driven estimation approach for system reliability using integrated tasks and resources,'' Mohd Adham Isa, Dayang Norhayati Abang Jawawi and Mohd Z. M. Zaki discuss reliability estimation at the early stages of software development. The authors propose a model-driven system reliability estimation approach and validate it using a case study, showing that their approach can help to build systems that satisfy users as well as reducing the risk of system failure.
As always, I am interested to hear if you have any suggestions or comments; please send them to me at rachel.harrison@brookes.ac.uk.
